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freedom accorded to the middleman was liable to be abused
in other branches of the provision trades. According to the
facts revealed in an inquiry held by the House of Lords in
1692, the butter trade with Suffolk was engrossed by a' ring '
of Thames Street wholesalers, who numbered twenty-two
out of two hundred and fifty in the whole of London. These
wholesale men bought the butter from the farmers in the
country through their local agents; and they practically
monopolized the market by the threat of boycotting the
local warehouse-keepers and hoymen, if they shipped any
butter for other London dealers \
The removal of the restraints on middlemen was due
ultimately to the fact that the machinery, which they pro-
vided for the distribution of corn throughout the kingdom,
was the indispensable condition of the growth of towns. The
interests of London, in particular, demanded internal free
trade in corn. It was impossible to preserve the customary
restrictions on the purchase and sale of grain in the face of
the requirements of the metropolis, which steadily increased
as its population expanded. The protective system with
which each locality had enveloped itself in the Middle Ages 2
proved incompatible with a national economy, and the
assertion of freedom in the inland corn trade was only part
of a larger movement to break down all internal restraints
on commercial intercourse 3. The extent of London's needs
in the sixteenth century are indicated in a statement drawn
up by ' the lord mayor and his brethren ' in 1574 : " We say
that there is spent in the term time weekly in bread-corn
2571 quarters, and out of the term 1409 quarters. Be it
remembered that we think somewhat more is spent baked in
men's own private houses, whereof we cannot set down any
certainty. The brewers do spend weekly for their strong
beer 200 quarters of wheat and in malt 2000 quarters at the
least. We say that the number of white bakers within the
City and liberties are 62, and the number of brown bakers are
36, and the number of ale-brewers are 58, and the number of
1 House of Lords MSS. 1692-1693, pp. xvii-xviii, 108, 355.
* Supra, vol. i. 265.	3 Cf. supra, p. 253.

